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Abstract: This paper addresses the potential of design as a driver for social innovation in urban contexts in relation to an educational approach engaged with an idea of crafting social innovators. The focus is a masters studio where the idea of crafting social innovators as an approach to learning is explored in terms of learning through making, through doing — and, then, how this approach extended into the actual design propositions of the studio. In this paper, six projects are presented that explore the topics of creativity, neighbours networks, and local craft in urban contexts. These detail both the idea of crafting social innovators and the results of the work as makers of social innovation. In particular, the solutions also extended further into an idea of what we have called ‘a temporary community of makers’; i.e., groups of people who share objectives, tools, and resources to collaborate for a limited time and describe a way in which design can enable urban regeneration through participating in a learning process that is based in practice.

A new role for design emerges that is concerned with: looking for co-created collective meaning and action (networking); focusing on the participative process that builds a solution (participating); and centring the design activity on the active collaboration of stakeholders (collaborating).

Introduction

Design is currently considered a cross-functional and multidisciplinary innovation activity, capable of making sense of social challenges while devising strategic and holistic solutions to support competitiveness. It is considered a fundamental ingredient in business innovation through its ability to shape ideas and translate them into practical and appealing propositions for users, while improving national performance. Moreover design practices include issues of social, and non-technological innovation (EU 2009), devising relationships, citizen participation, companies/institutions cooperation, and organisational transformation.

In this nuanced relationship between design and innovation, this paper explores in particular the meaning of educating social innovators from the perspective of design. This is paralleled with the apprenticeship model typical in craft, and applied in a masters studio, to understand the implications of the idea of crafting social innovators.
Crafting social innovators. Moreover, this provokes reflections on the evolution of the methods for educating future designers, and on the new professionals emerging from this.

We argue that social innovation applied to urban contexts is not only one of the most interesting contributions of design to innovation processes, but also a promising field to experiment on the idea of crafting people who become capable of enhancing places through a learning process based in practice. Crafting is chosen over designing to signal a specific approach to education, an approach centred on learning by doing, through making. This identifies a peculiar attitude to innovation, a way of thinking and solving problems, a way of expressing ideas that is critical to humanity, and a specific set of characteristics of the solution produced.

We start by reconnecting the meaning of social innovation to craft practices and how these are influencing urban contexts. Here, craft is a specific way to answer to social innovation issues, and to create product-service systems. Moreover, cities are a great testbed for research as they are defined by a mix of socio-economic challenges and the presence of a mix of users with contrasting needs. We filter this focus by applying a framework that links the method used to guide students, and the results obtained in the class through the assets of collaboration, participation and networking.

To develop the discourse we use the field experience of a six-month masters studio in product/service system design at the Design School of Politecnico di Milano, where we have led students to look at social innovation in urban contexts with a craft approach — through crafting.

Finally, we reflect on the method used to craft social innovators, on the people crafted (the makers of social innovation), on the results of the people's work (the product/service systems designed). A series of characteristics/capacities of makers of social innovation emerge, as well as the idea of a temporary community of makers as the collective subject that realises and promotes solutions for social innovation.

The paper concludes by putting forward reflections for the future exploration of the topic as research area to define the new role of design in implementing transformation and growth.

**Social innovation and craft practices in the urban context**

Social innovation focuses on improving social outcomes and creating value for people, places and organisations. In particular, it relates to new ideas that — successfully implemented — provoke a positive transformation for society and its infrastructure (people, relationships, collaborations), thus improving society's capacity to act (BEPA 2011). Social innovation relates to design at multiple levels, as it concerns solutions that integrate new products, services and
systems that respond to social needs. Citizens are engaged directly to promote their empowerment and provoke action and change, as they have an active role in the design, production, and distribution of goods (Cottam & Leadbeter 2004; Botsman & Rogers 2010). This is also happening in production/distribution systems, and in governmental processes, where public administration is increasingly interested in experimenting with user-centric processes and tools, and in considering citizens not only as targets but as active agents of change (Bovaird 2007; Lukensmeyer 2007).

In the design field, the attention to user involvement is highlighted by participative and collaborative approaches (e.g., user-centred design, participatory design, co-design, emancipatory design, community-centred design, human-centred design) increasingly looking at new ways to support collective creativity and collaboration between designers and everyday people (Sanders 2006). These argue for the importance of involving users and citizens during the whole design process with different roles (e.g., to give feedback or to become co-decision makers) and with slight differences in the stages and techniques for engagement (Holmlid 2009; Bradwell & Marr 2008; Sanders & Stappers 2008). In addition, more systemic approaches have recently been promoted, such as Transformation Design (Burns et al. 2006; Sangiorgi 2011), the focus of which considers both the engagement of users, and the impact of the intervention, to point out that a good solution should leave behind tools to keep adapting to the situation. The user involvement is a process to democratise design activities while listening to the needs of a wider audience; at the same time, it is also a way to engage people in a learning process. People learn and share their skills and their knowledge with other people contributing in defining new tools and languages. These activities are related to practices that are often strictly related to a specific context and to specific skills. This connects to the ‘craft’ activities and the ‘crafting’ process, in which learning by doing is fundamental.

These examples highlight design as especially suited to intervene in social innovation, looking for the most appropriate tools to devise solutions that are relevant both to meeting social needs and to creating new relationships and collaboration.

Social innovation is relevant when applied to urban contexts, where both economic and social needs are present, and where a multiplicity of actors participates in generating growth. Cities are key places where social, cultural and entrepreneurial change happens. They are laboratories for experimentation, where innovation and transformational activities are devised from citizens, organisations, and public administrations, by networks of interacting projects, information, goods, people, and hubs of knowledge exchange (Landry 2000; 2006). Cities are the core of current economic systems where flows of ideas, people, and resources can be variably connected and intertwined, and offer the opportunity to experiment on governance systems as well as on new ways to acquire skills and improve techniques (Bonomi & Bruzzese 2004).
Some cities have recently undergone the transformations needed to answer to the changing nature of jobs and human life, as well as to the new challenges society and economy are facing. For example, as jobs have increasingly shifted from hardware to software — that is shifted from a close concentration on manual skills to an attention to knowledge and immaterial goods — cities have also evolved towards modifying their infrastructures. In the twentieth century, manufacturing moved increasingly out of urban systems to privilege the immaterial nature of virtual networks for the exchange of knowledge and information. As a result, cities have become intertwined and intricate systems designed especially for those parts of the population with high educational levels and high income, thus leaving little space for manual labour and lower classes. At a certain point in the evolution of globalisation, we registered an increase in the disparity between higher and lower classes: rich people were becoming richer, and poor ones were being further confirmed in that condition.

With the environmental and financial crisis, we are registering a counter trend: social innovation and collaboration are becoming buzzwords to awaken the spirit of citizens. These are stepping forward to encourage communities to renew the places in which they live, envisage sustainable and socially viable innovations, and suggest new ways to make things capable of putting people and local resources at the core of the reconstruction needed to devise alternatives to the current situation. Initiatives like Breakthrough Cities (http://creativecities.britishcouncil.org), Collaborative Cities (http://collaborative-cities.com), San Francisco Made (SFMade — http://www.sfmade.org) signal the importance that citizens place not only on participating in the life and construction of their city, but also to the possibility of making things with their hands to contribute to creating a thriving local community. For example, SFMade aims at supporting the renaissance of a vibrant manufacturing sector in San Francisco through sustaining companies that produce locally. The overarching objectives of such statements include encouraging entrepreneurship and innovation, creating new job opportunities for local workforces, contributing to establishing a sustainable local economic system, offering diverse educational opportunities, and raising public awareness on the importance of local craft practice and of the role of craftspeople in the local community. Collaborative Cities is a series of documentary films on cities in North America and Europe (among them are New York, Toronto, Helsinki and Paris) depicting how people are reshaping agriculture, transportation, housing, finance through valuing craft and locality. These solutions are examples of successful social innovations, and of the revived importance of craft in cities. As Richard Sennet argues (2008), craftsmanship is the skill of making things well, but mostly it is the basic human need of doing a job well. It goes beyond skilled manual labor, because the craftsman focuses on the special connection between hand and head. This is a dialogue between thinking and practicing that becomes concrete in learning by doing that is typical of the workshop situation in which apprentices learn from masters. The same mechanism is being adopted and reinvented in the cities of the twenty-
first century to give life to new creative communities (Florida 2002; Thackara 2005) based on the strength of relationships, on the importance of manual work, on the value of local resources, small numbers and excellence.

These values connect social innovation and craft practices, and are a gateway to reshaping urban contexts for the future. When talking of education, this statement has a double perspective: on the one side it means educating people to become capable of working with such values, on the other it means instilling the same values in the final solutions. For designers in particular, it means re-educating the future generation to think through materials and skills, to learn to use a tool and to then modify it or invent a new one. Learning is the process of understanding and answering challenges, building on existing skills, and discovering new ones. This is the starting point for our idea of crafting social innovators — by design as a means to going beyond the functional accent of products, while seeking to shape relationships and collaborations.

Research path and framework: Participation, collaboration and networking

Purposely applied to cities, social innovation refers to the capacity of kickstarting collective and collaborative actions that reflect on new scenarios and promote solutions to enhance places and create value for people (Manzini 2011). These are centred on: citizens and communities that promote new local activities and share interests (services like heyneighbor.com, connectaid.com, and sharesomesugar.com); municipalities and governments that activate participatory processes to involve the public in urban planning and improvement of public services (initiatives such as Collaborative London); organisations and projects that leverage on territorial capacities to create new jobs (initiatives like progettokublai.net and innovationvalley.com).

Generating these kinds of solution is a task that requires craft, in terms of the ability of learning by using the connection between hand and head. This means, for example, getting to fully know a place and its resources before engaging with its transformation, learning through experimenting in reality, recognising and valuing local excellence.

The aim of the research presented here — started in 2011 and still ongoing — is understanding how to educate people with such skills and capabilities, working through three phases:

1. exploring, based on mapping and collecting interesting cases and people
2. experimenting, through a real educational project to extend on the initial findings
3. testing, through a design research project in which students are directly involved to define new urban services.
The output of the first phase is a map of interesting cases in the Italian context, and a comparison with international best practices. A series of interviews with experts from diverse fields (service design agencies, government bodies, universities, policy advisors, and design practitioners) has also been carried out, aiming at pinning down the different viewpoints concerning practical approaches and tools, research areas and methodologies, and political concerns. This has generated an initial empirical understanding of the topic, further developed through an expert workshop held at Politecnico di Milano in March 2011.\(^1\) The workshop investigated the connection between design, social innovation, and craft practices in three main areas: individuals — connecting people for social change, companies — connecting small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and design for innovation, places — connecting and collaborating for sustainability. An online knowledge repository was created from the work that was developed and discussed.\(^2\) This shares the elements of the workshop as well as mapping and promoting promising cases at national and international level.

The explorative action has been useful in defining the appropriate skillset for crafting social innovators, referring mainly to the three assets of collaboration, participation, and networking. This was then transferred to the experimenting phase in a concrete action for testing the model built around the idea of crafting social innovators. This was embodied in the design studio, which explored in practice three different levels of the model:

1. The educational action/method to transfer the above capabilities to young designers.
2. The peculiarities of the solutions that emerged from students.

---

1 The workshop was organised in collaboration with the British Consulate General in Milan.
2 [http://www.designhub.it/designingconnectivity](http://www.designhub.it/designingconnectivity)
3. The viability of these solutions as social innovations.

The results of the above have established the basis for the testing phase. This has just started and foresees the development of a research project aimed at crafting service solutions for local communities through crafted social innovators. ColtivAzioni Sociali\(^3\) is an action-research project based in Milan that aims to enhance social cohesion locally by activating new services at the neighbourhood scale.

In the remainder of this paper we focus on the educational experience, as the first stage of this ongoing project to reflect critically on the hypotheses of the paper — the idea of crafting social innovators.

**The skillset of social innovators**

As reported above, the first important output of the explorative phase has been a description of the appropriate skillset for social innovators. This set of skills refers to the three assets that emerged as the central focus in social innovation solutions:

- **Collaboration**: the need and ability to use creativity as the stimulus for connections between local actors, and to provoke growth through negotiating growth.
- **Participation**: the ability to empower local stakeholders, and support learning through opening up solutions and engaging citizens directly.
- **Networking**: the importance of thinking systemically through understanding and maximising relationships and connecting all material and immaterial elements in a context (people, places, infrastructures, history, tradition, knowledge, know-how).

Each of these assets was then translated into a set of connected skills:

**Collaboration**, translated into the skill of *leveraging collective creativity to address social needs* — designers have tools and methods at their disposal that are useful in stimulating shared creativity as well as fostering co-production of meaning and solutions. For example, they are good at focusing on human experiences and on the human scale of solutions. They foster conversation to co-produce meaning in the social world by asking ‘**what are we doing in this room right now, what are the objects, what are the human interactions?**’ (APDIG 2013). Designers consistently care about people, and about crafting interactions from the beginning.

**Participation**, translated in the skills of *enabling co-created solutions and actions*, and *achieving the emancipation of users through owning the solution*. This means triggering engagement, and developing social sharing platforms. Designers give particular attention to user involvement, and actively look for new ways to support collective creativity and collaboration with citizens (Sanders, 2006).

\(^3\) http://www.coltivazionisociali.org
Networking, translated in the skills of rearranging organisational processes to regenerate/adapt solutions, and building effective relationships (between all elements of the system) for resilience through creating interdependence and links between ideas and meanings. Designers create systemic and holistic visions due to their tendency to consider problems more broadly. Charles Owen (2007) signals design as a profession capable of treating problems as systemic challenges calling for systemic solutions that involve a mix of hardware, software, procedures, policies, organisational concepts and whatever else is necessary to create a holistic solution.

The educational framework for crafting social innovators

The skillset described has been the basis for developing a teaching approach to craft social innovators. This is also seeking to apply two fundamental principles of crafting, adapted from Sennet (2008) and Christopher Frayling (2011) and the idea of the craftsman, Donald Schön (1983) and the characteristics he attributed to the reflective practitioner, Etienne Wenger (1998) and his theory of learning developed around the concept of communities of practice. In particular, these authors argue in diverse and complementary fields for the need to closely link practice and reflection for certain kinds of practitioners. This is central both to understanding problems and to learning, creating a direct link between sharing experiences, devising communities, and making through manual skills. We have organised this approach into two main principles:

- the learning by doing approach, signalling a focus on practice-based learning which engages young designers in developing their attitude to learning through making (objects, relationships and services). The importance of the apprenticeship model is thus revived based on sharing knowledge between expert and trainee through participating in contextualised workshops activities.

- the thinking by prototyping attitude, which means solving complex problems through testing, examining, and reflecting on prototypes. These are models of the real world that help make visible and tangible abstract ideas to refine them and experiment with their real constraints.

These principles suit the complexity of social innovation solutions in urban contexts, where problems need to be investigated and experimented directly in the field, in a continuous process of learning by doing. Iterative cycles of diverging and converging phases merged with action and reflection are needed, typical of a designerly way of solving ill-defined problems.

According to this framework, students deployed iterative cycles of qualitative research — in particular contextual analysis in the assigned urban context — to identify opportunities and to involve directly local people. Each analysis was conducted in a specific area of the city (Milan), to include and consider its ethnic groups, culture and resources, jobs and business characteristics (tourism, commerce and culture). Students were prompted to look also for existing cases
to test ideas. They described, visualised, and detailed concepts through testing the service ideas and business hypothesis, and gathering feedback. In the final part of the process, they built a simulated prototype to define also the intangible qualities of a design solution, while detailing all levels of the service organisation: system map, technical aspects, offering, touchpoints, user experience, service storytelling and business model. The prototyping phase was a critical part of the process, because students engaged in a verification of ideas in context, and shifted from an abstract understanding to a real simulation.

The learning model that emerged is strongly linked to the skillset proposed: collaboration was represented by the use/creation of collaborative tools and processes aimed at co-designing and co-producing solutions; participation was reflected in the involvement of people in the design process, and in the embeddedness of participatory mechanisms in the final solutions; networking concerned the inclusion of enabling platforms to support and improve daily life, people connections, new enterprises and public services.

**The social innovation solutions crafted through the experimentation**

In the following section we describe in more detail the solutions that emerged through working with students — engaging with our idea for crafting social innovators. Focused on social innovation in cities, students were asked to look for new scenarios to enhance the territorial and social capital of Milan. Six product/service system proposals were developed in relation to three topics: city and creativity, city and neighbourhood, city and local craft. Following is a discussion of these topics and the connected solutions developed by students.

**City and creativity**

This topic explored issues connected to new urban manufacturing and jobs for creative practitioners. Personal manufacturing is impacting on urban contexts through the emergence of new types of mini factories (Lipson & Kurman 2010), while jobs are being rapidly transformed due to the increased need for flexibility and mobility in a blurred market. Many platforms/services (Quirky.com, garagedesign.it, etc.) have emerged that support co-working and urban making, where design has moved to the forefront of the industrial/business process — from idea generation to technical development and distribution/sale.

Two solutions developed by students addressed this topic:

- **3Dealize**: this proposed an urban laboratory that empowers the creative capital of Milan through 3D printing. It envisions new technologies as the means to reconnect cities and manufacturing, and has designed the stimulation of creative encounters between designers and citizens through making workshops and an equipped urban laboratory to promote learning
through practice. As with the apprentice, the service enables learning through the practical exchange of experience. It also proposed a catalogue to collect the ideas of all participants to the community — the 3Dealize community.

- **Studio on Demand**: a service for collaborative curriculum building within universities. It is based on the connection between urban facilities, academia, and local businesses. Studio on Demand involves students and firms collaborating on specific design issues, allowing a mix of skills and people. A new way to enter the job market is experienced by students within the university, where loyalty to a single organisation is overcome by flexibility, adaptability and experience.

### City and neighbourhoods

This topic addressed the possibility of enabling local networks to create better solutions for their daily problems. Different organisation models based on sharing, exchanging and participating within neighbourhoods are emerging to regenerate the social fabric, and create meaningful interactions between social actors, such as purchasing groups, networks to barter/swap/trade/lend objects and skills. These all aim at creating a longer cycle in the life of goods while improving the quality of human life (Mulgan 2007; Murray et al. 2010). For example, local resources are key elements for reviving urban assets, and food systems represent one of the most important medium to give new value to territories (for example, the Slow Food Movement, the idea of short chains, the ZeroMiles label).

Two service design propositions addressed this topic:

- **Tatà**: a neighbourhood-based and family-based service that connects citizens to support each other in daily needs. A community of families helps each other and networks to improve day care services for children. The final goal is to amplify participation and trust starting from a single building, and enlarging it to a neighbourhood, and a community. Families are asked to subscribe for mutual exchange of time, sharing needs, behaviours and activities. The Tatà community is thus able to support users in scaling, arranging, and customising the solution to respond to their own needs, collaborating and participating for short or long periods of time.

- **Yummi**: a network of local producers (cascine) and travellers interested in understanding the local culture for producing, transforming and preparing food. It creates a one-to-one relationship: with no intermediaries, *urban farmers* propose guests to witness in flesh a day in a Milanese farm. Yummi gives new value to local resources by transforming them into hubs for knowledge sharing and craft learning. This process is based on teaching and sharing local food tradition from farm workers to travellers. The networks and the connections between local producers and travellers changes constantly and the service experience is reinforced by the creation of strong interdependence between farmhouses, local producers and service providers.
City and local craft

This topic is related to connecting local experts in traditional knowledge (the craftspeople) to design networks for generating new ways to experience tradition. Craft is one of the most important resources for the Italian economy, as it characterises a good portion of the national socio-productive culture. The ability to make something with one’s hands remains a distinctive trait of the Italian socio-economic system, which is looking for new development in the face of the current economic crisis. On the other hand, Italy has an important cultural industry linked to tourism, museums, cultural heritage, traditions and history, which can be considered one of the privileged assets to strengthen city resources (Landry 2006), by adding value to both new and traditional goods and services.

Two services have addressed this:

• **Rinnovami** connects artisans, designers and citizens to give new value to the craft knowledge diffused in a big city like Milan. It offers furniture renovation where designers are the facilitators of the process, while the network of artisans guarantees the high quality of the results. This service underlines the idea that building effective connections is fundamental to enable mutual help in neighborhoods — here, through an intervention on surfaces and small components such as furniture — and how this also increases the visibility and accessibility of urban networks.

• **Italian Job** proposes a new way to access the city through experiencing traditional craft shops, quality and tradition, and through providing customised travel packages for an exclusive journey into traditional tailors, leather artisans and barbers. Starting from the perspective that local knowledge is a key resource of the urban capital and a lever for innovation, the service creates new business and job opportunities for strengthening the local craft community based in Milan. It defines a ‘tailored’ way to experiencing traditional knowledge through craft practices. The community of artisans and users strengthens the local tacit networks and reinforces links with a wider group of people and competencies.

The description of crafted social innovations: the temporary community of makers

Analysing the above solutions, some common elements emerge that characterise a design solution for social innovation. These include a focus on the collective dimension, on human interactions and co-creation; on mutual learning processes characterised by exchange of ideas and knowledge; on the design of trust, reciprocity, negotiation, and conversation, and on the link with the resources of a place to devise complex systems based on collaborative platforms online and offline.
All projects address specific challenges proposed by social innovation, namely they aim at empowering people in \textit{designerly ways}, thus enabling citizens to improve their current practices. People and their needs are at the centre of all solutions, thus applying a systemic approach to innovation, where collaboration, participation and networking are \textit{designed for}. In particular, each solution stresses the centrality of a collective subject to trigger and to own the action and the process of change. This is especially interesting, because it represents the central focus for enabling/crafting social innovations. We have called this collective subject the \textit{temporary community of makers} (Mortati & Villari 2013), basing it on three characteristics:

- \textit{Temporary} as the group that promotes the solution is formed around a common project and shares some interests. These remain in common following the evolution of the initiative. Once goals are achieved, the community is transformed into something new — participants become the \textit{enzymes} for future actions.

- \textit{Community} as it contains all of the characteristics of a community of practice (the members are interdependent and support each other in a mutual learning process — Wenger 1998). The collective subject is also the main actor in the process, and is different from the sum of its parts (citizens, local institutions, professionals, amateurs, and so on).

- \textit{Makers} as the community originates to \textit{make} something that is designing and developing an idea in particular contexts, sharing languages and tools.

The idea of a temporary community of makers emphasises also the extreme complexity of a solution in which social and economical needs must all be satisfied, and where different strategic aims need to be combined. We argue that these kinds of communities are the central focus for designers wanting to impact on social innovation: they represent the people to \textit{design for} and \textit{design with}.

The temporary community of makers is based on sharing practices and on the mutual engagement of people, who help each other in improving skills. In the process of designing such community, the objects ‘crafted’ have a different nature; i.e., through doing/making. They can be services, enterprises and policies. The members of this community can perform varying roles, such as designer, practitioner, citizen and policy maker; activities are bottom up and self-organised. Moreover, solutions are applied at small scale and are not always able to be replicated in other contexts; they are complex interventions specific to a place, and emerge from collective processes.

\textbf{Discussion}

In this paper we have reflected on how design can be a driver for social innovation in urban contexts by describing a two-year research path from a theoretical perspective to an on-field experimentation developed during a six months masters studio.
Reflecting on the set of skills identified during the first phase of the project (skills to provoke collaboration, to foster participation, and to enable networks), we have built a teaching framework to educate social innovators. This was based on the principles of learning by doing, and thinking by prototyping, and has accompanied students in iterative cycles of qualitative research that are particularly focused on prototyping.

We have argued that design is relevant to promoting social innovation as both enabler and participant to the collective subjects that can foster transformation. We have called this a temporary community of makers, as it is born around a common objective, to make something, and evolves following the life cycle of the initiative. These collective subjects can be designed for through the filters of collaboration, participation, and networking.

The discussion developed throughout the article opens new and relevant research areas for design that we are exploring further on two levels: with design students, by looking into a twofold application concerning products and services; and, with local administrations and communities to explore specific design tools for social innovation. The expected outcomes will aim to reinforce the understanding of the framework proposed and the role of temporary communities of makers in creative strategies for enhancing places.

Finally, the paper identifies a contemporary connection between design and craft, not only in the approach for producing a final good (designed object), but also through extracting and applying skills and attitude for educating future designers. We thus propose to researchers within educational contexts, such as masters studios, to further reflect on the idea of educating and learning as crafting, as an effective approach to renovate design education, and to further nuance the connection and potential between design and social innovation.
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